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Value Is In
The Eye Of
The Beholder
by Jill Konrath, author

“It’s tough out there right now,” said the vice president
of sales. “Customers are pounding us to lower our prices
and we can’t go any lower if we’re going to stay in business. Our salespeople need to sell value better.”
“What, specifically, do you mean?” I asked.
“They need to let customers know about our excellent
service and quality products,” he answered. “Plus, we
offer one-stop shopping for all our customers’ needs.”
“But don’t all your competitors do that too?” I said.
“And if so, it’s natural for your customers to fall back on
price when there’s so little to differentiate you from
everyone else.”
It wasn’t an answer he wanted to hear. He just wanted
his salespeople out there selling value — or what he perceived to be of value. Nor did his sales team have any
strong value propositions that clearly articulated the tangible, measurable business outcomes they delivered to
customers.
But even more importantly, value is relative. It’s in the
eye of the beholder. Your customers decide whether your
offering is of value to them — not you or your company.
If customers perceive something to be valuable, then it is.
Customers can be segmented into three different types
based on their perceptions of value. For some, the value
is intrinsic to the product or service; for others, it’s in
how the product is used; and for the last group, it’s in
the strategic relationship between the two organizations.
Let’s take a more in-depth look at each of these value
segments:

Commodity Buyer
Commodity buyers know exactly what they want and
how to use it. They don’t need sellers to explain the
details or help them make complex decisions.
Commodity buyers value:
• Low costs. They don’t want to pay any more than

“Value is relative. It’s in
the eye of the beholder.
Your customers decide
whether your offering is
of value to them — not
you or your company.”

absolutely necessary. To be successful with these
buyers, companies need to pull as many costs as
they can out of the supply chain, while still maintaining customer satisfaction rates.
• No hassles. Make it simple to do business with your
company. Give customers an 800 number, send them
a quick quote or allow them to order online.
Most people are commodity buyers when they order
things like contact lenses and office supplies. As a seller,
there’s little you can do to create value except make it
cheaper, simpler to order, delivered to my door and easy
to return if it needs to be sent back.

Strategic Partner
Strategic partners are looking far beyond the scope
of your products or services — they want a strategic
partnership. They’re looking at how to best leverage
their organization’s core competencies in combination
with another company’s core competencies. These
buyers value:
• Intimate and strategic relationships between multiple
levels within both organizations
• Mutual investments in joint projects, some of which
may take many years to come to fruition
• Merging of systems to accomplish more than either
organization could do alone.
Working with strategic partners requires a major corporate commitment and is far beyond the scope of any
one seller. If your company isn’t capable or willing to
commit to this type of relationship, these buyers aren’t
interested in working with you.
(continued on page 3)
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“The professional salesperson is aware that there is only one way to survive
— by closing sales. Everything else the company does produces nothing
unless the sale is closed.”

Combatting The
‘I Can’t Afford It’ Objection
You have made a spectacular presentation. The
customer wants to purchase your product or service.
There’s only one problem: the customer can’t afford
your price. How can you close the sale without
lowering your price? How about letting the
customer make payments?
If you don’t have the authority
to make this type of offer, discuss the possibility of payment
options with your sales manager.
Perhaps the entire sales staff could
begin to use this option to help close
more sales.

Payment Plans Work
Offering a payment plan is a great way
to help customers purchase your product
and/or service. You can use traditional plans
where your billing department sends monthly

Are You
Constructively
Discontent?
By Homer Smith

The need for truly professional salespeople is
greater today than at any other time in history. Perhaps
the biggest influence on the market has been the introduction of new technology at an unprecedented rate.
New products, new applications and new markets
require a higher level of professionalism for salespeople as buyers call on them to be advisers and consultants in areas never before demanded.
Several years ago, Fen Doscher, then senior vice
president of the Lily-Tulip Cup Corporation, identified
the “Pro Salesperson” as one who is constructively discontent. “When he or she gets up in the morning,” said
Doscher, “the Pro looks in the mirror and says, ‘There
is nothing that I have done yesterday that I can’t do
better today and tomorrow by exercising my capabilities, my skills, my drive and my ability to learn!’”
With this basic philosophy that says, in effect,
“Within me is more,” the professional salesperson uses
several methods to carry him or her through to each
objective:

invoices to the customer for the product or service
purchased.
You can also look into the possibility of offering
interest-free loans to customers to help them purchase
your product or service. This could also be done
through your billing department.

Skip Conventional Plans
Alternately, you may consider offering an unconventional payment plan with no finance plan,
no credit check and no invoicing.
To do this, you merely divide the
total amount of the purchase into
three monthly payments and have the
customer write you a series of three
post-dated checks, each 30 days later
than the previous one. This way, you
make the sale, collect your payments on
the spot, bank a third of the sale immediately and create a happy customer.

Don’t Forget
Remember to always check with your sales manager
before starting any kind of alternate payment plan. ■
The professional salesperson recognizes
that the company has put him or her in
charge of its greatest asset: the customer.
The professional salesperson knows the
importance of managing his or her time
because he or she typically has only three hours
in a day to be really productive in the presence
of a buyer.
The professional salesperson is aware
that there is only one way to survive —
by closing sales. Everything else the company does
produces nothing unless the sale is closed.
The professional salesperson knows that
buyers have to be persuaded to buy now
and not from the competition. So, the professional
salesperson continually works on improving his or her
persuasion skills.
From experience, the professional salesperson
knows he or she sells more than just a commodity. The salesperson sells The Big Three: him- or
herself, the product or service, and the company. Like the
three legs of a stool, all are needed to support continuous,
profitable sales.
Are you satisfied with today’s performance or are
you constructively discontent? ■

1.
2.

3.
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5.
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“Instead of product-pushing peddlers, customers want strategic advice
from trusted advisors.”

Value Is In The Eye Of The Beholder (continued from page 1)
‘I Need To Make A Sound Decision’ Buyers
These buyers are either spending a lot of money on your product/service,
or they don’t know everything there is to know about what they’re buying.
Typically, their decision process is complex, involves multiple people and
takes place over an extended period of time.
With these buyers, sellers can create a great deal of value by what they
personally bring to the relationship. These buyers value sellers who:
• Help them understand their problems in greater depth.
• Add additional insights into the challenges they face.
• Share relevant information regarding “best practices.”
• Develop unique, innovative approaches to resolving their business issues.
• Help them find ways around the obstacles they’re encountering.
• Propose new ways to do more with the same investment.
These are just a few of the things these buyers value. Please notice, they
are NOT about your product or service. They’re about what you, the seller,
bring to the relationship.
Let’s take a look at a company that sells direct mailing programs. From
a customer’s perspective, it could initially be perceived as a “commodity”
decision because, at its most basic level, this is simply about printing,
stuffing, stamping and mailing envelopes. But smart, savvy salespeople
can create significant value for their customers by:
• Sharing ideas about other company’s direct mail programs — what works
and what doesn’t
• Helping them find ways to increase the results of their existing direct
mail programs
• Showing them how to reduce the overall costs of the program while
maintaining its effectiveness and integrity
• Working collaboratively with related vendors to smooth out the hand-offs
• Proposing ideas for new programs to help customers achieve their desired
marketing results
• Acting as an advocate on issues impacting the customer
• Suggesting ways to improve the workflow between all companies and
internal departments working on the project.
Customers do not gain value from learning all the details of your products
or services. They can find out that information on the Internet or from your
company’s collateral. Instead of product-pushing peddlers, customers want
strategic advice from trusted advisors. What does this mean to you?
You need to take charge of your own professional development. Don’t wait
for someone to spoonfeed you. Invest time learning more about your customers’ businesses, processes, goals and objectives. When you become the
differentiator, your success is guaranteed.
Jill Konrath, author of Selling to Big Companies, helps sellers crack into
corporate accounts, speed up their sales cycle and win big contracts. Get
a bonus Sales Call Planning Guide ($19.95 value) when you sign up for
Konrath’s free e-newsletter at www.SellingtoBigCompanies.com. ■

Questions And
Answers

Q:

Some of my customers
consistently pressure
me to give them something
extra to close the sale. Where
can I safely draw the line?
The professional buyer
takes pride, and
sometimes stakes his
or her reputation, in
being able to
extract better
terms from
his or her
suppliers. Your
company policy on pricing, providing it is a strong one, gives you
good protection against the price
demands of the buyers.

A:

What Promises
Are You Able To Keep?
Buyers know all about the
fringe benefits of delivery, extra
service, allowances and the rest.
The key to control is knowing
how much you can promise and
still deliver. It is tempting to tell
people what they want to hear in
order to close the sale and hope
that everything works out later.
But remember, it’s safer in the
long run to promise only what
you know you can deliver.
Concessions only invite the
same (or more) demands the next
time you deal with this customer.
It may be better to tactfully turn
down a request than to start something you can’t continue.

Find New Customers
Finally, how much do you need
the customer? If the customer’s
demands make your business
unprofitable, it may be better to
spend your time prospecting for a
new customer. ■
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“A sale results from a series of progressive agreements. This means that
the entire sales presentation, even the full sales campaign, is part of the
procedure for closing the sale.”

SELLING SLANTS

Why Your Sales Pitch Should
Be Aimed At The Close
Ask professional salespeople what is meant by the
term, “closing the sale,” and you’ll get a variety of
answers that match each person’s concept of how he or
she sells. The usual reply is that closing boils down to
asking for the order. This may be a simple definition, but
every salesperson knows that getting the order calls for
considerably more than just asking for it.
A sale results from a series of progressive agreements.
This means that the entire sales presentation, even the
full sales campaign, is part of the procedure for closing
the sale.

The Three-Step Framework For Closing Sales
Every selling situation is based on the following three
important steps:
1. Meeting the prospect
2. Demonstrating the product
3. Asking for the order.

Always Be Closing
A sale doesn’t exist until it is closed. There’s nothing
earth-shattering about this statement, yet too many new
salespeople fail because they don’t follow the ABCs of
closing sales: “Always Be Closing.”

Button Up The Sale
The sales training team of Borden and Bosse liken the
close to buttoning up an overcoat. Everything that the
salesperson accomplished during the presentation closed
one more button — the opening, the presentation, handling objections. If all of these buttons were in place, the
last one, asking for the order, “buttoned up the sale.” If
any of the other parts of the sales presentation failed, no
amount of asking for the order would result in the sale.
If you find a weakness in your ability to close a sale,
and you are carefully following the basic rule of asking
for the order, check your performances during the other
stages of your presentation. You may even want to ask a
co-worker or sales manager to look at your presentation
and offer tips on how to improve your selling skills and
ways to help close the sale. ■
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